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Abstract—Recommender systems have been pro-
posed as efficient strategies to deal with the information
overload which is an Internet reality. In order to study
personalized content recommendation, this paper aims
at identifying and analyzing, systematically, methods
and techniques adopted in the recommendation con-
text. In the systematic review process, 22 papers have
been accepted from the main digital libraries in the
area. The final results suggest a tendency in the use of
strategies to reduce the limitations and to increase the
efficiency of the recommendation methods.

Index Terms—Content Recommendation, Personal-
ized Recommendation, Recommender Systems

I. Introduction

RECOMMENDER systems are software tools and
methods that offer suggestions of items that might

be useful for someone. The suggestions support the users
in their decision processes such as choice of items to buy,
what music to hear or which news to read [1, 2]. The
following recommendation techniques have received more
attention in general: Content-Based Filtering (CBF):
Recommends to the user items whose content is similar
to a content the user read or selected recently; Collabo-
rative Filtering (CF): Creates recommendations based
on the item evaluations performed by a group of users
(neighbors) whose profiles are more similar to the target
user; Hybrid (H): Combines both of the above mentioned
methods.

Besides, the need for personalized content grows every
day, for the search for relevant information and minimiza-
tion of the time spent became an indispensable factor in
information search and filtering mechanisms. [1]. Hence,
these systems allow for the content to have a well-defined
semantic and for the user to better interact with the
supplied information given her/his preferences.

This article aims to study the state of the art of content
recommendation systems based on user profile. The rest
of the article is organized as follows: Section II presents
the used methodology, Section III presents the analyzed
papers and in Sections IV and V we can see respectively
the discussions and the conclusions of this work.
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II. Methodology

IN order to study the current scenario on content recom-
mendation based on user profile, first we performed an

exploratory analysis on the subject in order to familiarize
ourselves with the main concepts on this topic. Afterward,
the systemic review process [3] was made according to the
following steps:

1) Planning: step in which we define the research prob-
lem and the revision protocol. The current systemic
review intends to answer the following question:
“Which are the existing techniques for recommen-
dation systems based on the end user profile?”.
For each selected digital library, we considered the
following search strings:

• ACM Digital : Abstract:(“content-based” AND
“recommender system” AND (profile OR person-
alize))

• IEEExplore: “Abstract”:“content-based” AND
“recommender system” AND (profile OR
personalize)

The study used the following selection criteria:

• We included papers published and available at
the scientific digital libraries of ACM and IEEE ;

• We included recent papers (published in the last
five years) that were already approved by the
scientific community;

• We excluded works that present recommenda-
tion systems but do not describe the method or
technique used;

• We excluded papers that are not in the knowl-
edge domain of recommendation systems based
on end user profile.

2) Conduction: In this step, 39 papers satisfied the
inclusion criteria established: 19 from the ACM base
and 20 from the IEEE base. Out of those, some
were duplicated and others were rejected according
to the exclusion criteria defined above [4]. Figure 1,
illustrates the status of the papers.

3) Extraction: Step in which 22 papers (5 articles from
the ACM base and 17 from the IEEE base) were
read and their main characteristics extracted. Ta-
ble I presents a synthesis of the articles with the
established extraction fields.
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TABELA I
Synthesis of the selected papers. Source: the authors.

Ref. Method Domain Model Validation

[5] H advertisement k-NN, k-means, hybrid k-means, ITCC, hybrid
ITCC, CCAM, hybrid CCAM

MAE

[6] CBF advertisement k-NN, CBF user feedback, Precision
[7] CBF scientific articles k-NN, CBF with memory-based and model-

based attributes
user feedback

[8] CBF e-learning CBF TF-IDF nnm b bh, measurement
[9] H movies Näıve Bayes, CF MAE, F-measure, Coverage
[10] CBF movies Näıve Bayes, semantic CBF 5-fold cross validation
[11] H movies ontology CBF, Apriori -
[12] CF movies K-medoid, cluster updating algorithm MAE
[13] H movies, TV shows k-NN, item-based CF, user-based CF, social

CBF
students

[14] CBF books trust-based recommendation, Temporal Differ-
ence learning

CDC, CDO, CDLOC, CBC - aspect oriented and
non-oriented

[15] CBF multimedia smart multimedia -
[16] CBF,

CF
art museum Näıve Bayes, Decision Tree, k-NN, RNA, CBF

with context, CF with context
Precision, Recall, F-Measure, Coverage, 10-fold
cross validation, acceptance test

[17] H art museum Näıve Bayes, genetic algorithm, serendipity
heuristic

users

[18] H news Bayesian Framework, CBF, CF CTR, daily visit frequency
[19] H news semantic CBF, CF students, TF-IDF measurement
[20] H news Bayesian networks employees and students
[21] CBF researchers OKAPI, KLD, PM, REL Average recall, MRR
[22] CBF painting Näıve Bayes, semantic CBF 5-fold cross validation, Precision, Recall
[23] H products in general SOM, item-based CF RFM measurement
[24] H clothes k-NN, item-based CF, CBF, user-based CF questionnaire and site information
[25] H social bookmarking WebDCC algorithm, ontology CBF, Rocchio Precision, Recall
[26] H web services least square algorithm, fuzzy ANFIS, user feedback

Fig. 1. Status of the selected articles. Source: the authors.

III. Results

OUT of the 22 selected articles, most (47,4%) was
published in 2010 and a minority (5,3%) in the year

of 2012. Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of the selected
articles through the last five years.

Besides the user profile and the characteristics of the
items, these papers consider other pieces of information in
order to formulate the content recommendation:

• Context information:
Based on time variables and group preferences,
the model developed by Julashokri and others [23]
searches for products that are similar to the bought
ones and computes the level of interest of the target
user, recommending the N most similar products. The
measurements R (Recency) - interval since the last

Fig. 2. Distribution of the selected articles through the period of
2008-2012. Source: the authors.

purchase, F (Frequency) - number of purchases in a
specific time interval and M (Monetary) - amount of
money spent by the costumer in that specific period,
are considered by the system.
In [9], the problems of Sparsity Rating (few items
evaluated by new users) and Without Contextual
Information (absence of information on location, time,
day and company) are treated. ModernizeMovie is
based on multiple critics to create the pseudo evalua-
tion of movies and on multiple dimensions of context
to create the user profile. The evaluation of the Näıve
Bayes model developed confirms that the system was
able to obtain a higher recommendation precision
than the pure CBF and CF strategies.
Alabastro and others [16] deal with the CF and CBF
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recommendation methods with and without context
information using different algorithms. As interactive
guide was developed to recommend personalized visits
to an art museum. The best model developed was the
collaborative using the K-NN algorithm. The system
developed by Iaquinta and others [17], also applied
to the context of museum itinerary, considers the
environment and user behavior information to reor-
ganize the suggested items and make serendipitous
recommendations which are surprisingly interesting.
A probabilistic profile of the users’ interests is built
based on the item classification obtained.
In [20], a Bayesian network model is presented to
recommend personalized news in cell phones. The
recommendation is based on activities, preferences,
actions, location, time, news content and others to
compute the user interest. Because it uses hybrid P2P
technologies, the system incorporates the information
gathered and automatically offers in real time the
news that are considered relevant. Experiments have
proved that the method is effective.

• Folksonomies:
Lops and others [22] combine User Generated Con-
tent (UGC) with a semantic analysis of the content.
One way to deal with UGC is using folksonomy, a
taxonomy generated by the users that collaboratively
categorize the results with keywords freely chosen
(tags). The system estimates the probability of the
user becoming interested based on the characteristics
of the paintings. Adopting tags increased the precision
of the recommendation of works of art, especially
for non-specialist users, whose profile became more
prominently featured.
Godoy and Amandi[25] propose a strategy that tries
to use the user profiles using CBF and frequent used
tags. Experiments showed that built profiles overcame
recommendation methods based on the popularity
of the tags, such as MPTU (Most Popular Tags by
User) and MPTR (Most Popular Tags by Resource).
Nevertheless, more experiments are needed in order
to confirm the preliminary results.
In [13], the author present a hybrid system based on
clouds of tags created by the users for movies and TV
shows and their classifications for the construction of
a cloud of tags for the target user. The model showed
a potential efficacy of recommendation for students
but its validation phase still needs to be completed.

• Keywords and Ontologies (or taxonomies):
In [8], the system learns the user profile implicitly,
using the keywords and their automatically created
relationships. The relationship among keywords can
increase the accuracy in the similarity calculation.
This method improves the construction of the user
profile and increases the efficacy of the learning with
CPF for content recommendation.
Loh [6] investigates the use of keywords (automati-
cally extracted from the text) and classes (extracted

from a taxonomy or an ontology) to represent the
user profiles. The combination of classes and keywords
achieve better results than when they are used in
isolation, creating a more accurate profile. The per-
formance of the best strategy was below the other
known strategies. Nevertheless, it must be taken into
consideration the different experimental conditions
that might have affected the final result.
In [7], the authors adopted a model based on the
ACM taxonomy to recommend scientific articles for
the users of the siteCiteSeerX1. The system was able
to provide correct recommendations, with no need
of extensive records of the user history or explicit
rankings.
Cantador and others [19] present the system
News@hand, which uses semantic technology to rec-
ommend news. The contents of the news and the
user preferences are described in terms of concepts
that show up in a set of domain ontologies. In that
paper it is not clear whether the annotation process
is done manually or using automatic techniques. The
TF-IDF measurement (Term Frequency-Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency) [27] sets weights to all the annota-
tions created for each items, reflecting the importance
of each one of them.
Pan and others [11] propose the multi-agent sys-
tem OARS (Ontology-Based Adaptive Personalized
Recommender System) which deals with some of the
limitations of the recommender systems: new item,
new user, super-specialization, static suggestion and
classification sparsity.
Moursi and others [15] propose a decentralized mul-
timedia system (audio, visual and audiovisual) that
uses Smart Multimedia (SM), a model that besides
having the binary representation of the multimedia
file, stores knowledge on the semantic of the internal
content, along with the ability of making autonomous
decisions. The smart agents are capable of gathering
the user and item profile and work collaboratively to
deal with the problem of recommendation according
to the user’s preferences.

• Others:
In [18], the Bayesian framework developed uses infor-
mation from user click logs to forecast the news that
will interest the users, based on their activities and
the news that have become a trend in the activities
of a group of users. The model improved the quality
of the recommendation and attracted more visitors to
the website Google News.
In [24], a system designed to offer clothing suggestion
when a VIP client enters in the store with her/his
card (that contains RFID technology). The model has
shown the system is an effective mechanism to create
high quality recommendations for the customers, but
has some limitations: needs a huge database and
the calculation of the distance among the customer’s

1http://CiteSeerx.ist.psu.edu/
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Fig. 3. Structure of the recommendation systems. Source: adapted from Deuk and others [28].

interests takes a long time.
Bedi e Agarwal [14] present the AORS (Aspect Ori-
ented Recommender System) that learns the user
preferences in a better modular way based on multi-
agents. The system validation used the measurements
CDC (Concern Diffusion over Components), which in-
dicates the need for more components, CDO (Concern
Diffusion over Operations), which indicates the need
for more operations (methods or suggestions) for the
implementation of the learning based on multi-agents
instead of AOP (Aspect Oriented Programming), CD-
LOC (Concern Diffusion over LOC), an indicative
that the AOP solution is more effective in terms of
learning modularization by lines of code, CBC (Cou-
pling Between Component) - for a system with and
without aspects. Results point out the learning of the
preferences with aspects requires fewer components,
less operations to represent the learning and a more
effective solution in terms of learning modularization,
using the metric of lines of code.
Lops and others [10] present a recommendation sys-
tem for movies in English and Italian, which uses
a probabilistic system to classify a new item based
on previous preferences. From the experiments per-
formed, the results were very similar to the bilingual
and monolingual models, but the model that learn
and recommended items in English had a slightly bet-
ter performance. One of the important considerations
is that the error in the disambiguation step introduced
in the models must be considered.
In [26], the system is based on non-function prop-
erties (response time, reputation, cost, reliability,
etc) and on the user preferences to recommend web
services. The authors used ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro
Fuzzy Inference System) to improve the set of fuzzy
rules defined. The system has a unique dynamic char-

acteristic, depending on the feedback of previous users
of a specific web service.
Gollapalli and others[21] propose a recommendation
system for researchers with similar expertise. The
explored techniques were: OKAPI, which calculates
the similarity between two profiles, KLD (KL Diver-
gence), used to quantify the similarity between two
probability distributions, PM (Probabilistic Model-
ing), which calculates the similarity between two pro-
files using conditional probability, REL (Trace-based
Similarity), which uses a density matrix to compute a
relevant score between two profiles. The OKAPI and
REL techniques achieve the best results based on the
values of average recall and MRR (Mean Reciprocal
Rank). Results are indicative of good performance,
but still lack exploration of more accurate techniques
to represent profiles.
In [5], the co-clustering augmented data matrix
model (CCAM) proposed is able to deal with data
sparsity. After comparing the performance between
models, the authors verifies that the forecast based
on models (k-means, ITCC - Information-Theoretic
Co-Clustering and CCAM) achieves a much better
performance that the forecast based on memory (k-
NN). K-Means achieved a much better result in the
individual approach than ITCC and CCAM, but the
result was closed. Hybrid CCAM achieved a much
better result than the Hybrid ITCC and K-Means.
This may be justified by the fact that the CCAM has
an information gain more useful than the other ones
in order to minimize information loss of the multiple
related data.
In [12], an incremental clustering approach to im-
prove the scalability of the CF method is presented.
Since the clustering reconstruction technique is too
expensive, an algorithm was proposed to dynamically
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update the clusters. Comparing the values of MAE
(Mean Absolute Error) found by the dynamic situa-
tions and by the situation before the initial clustering,
the dynamic approach found a similar result to the
initial situation, but showed itself more advantageous
when new data entered the system.

IV. Discussion

COMPARING Table I and Figure 3, we can see that
application domains and data mining techniques or

models converge. The main models applied in the analyzed
papers that brought more quality and precision to the
results are k-NN, Näıve Bayes and the algorithms CF and
CBF, given the different application domains involved.

Even though the performance of the Näıve Bayes
method is not as good as some of the other static learning
methods, such as the k-NN and SVM (Support Vector
Machines) classifiers, we verified that it can achieve a
surprisingly good performance in classification techniques
in which the update of the computed probability is not
important. Other advantages of the Näıve Bayes approach
is that it is very efficient and easy to implement when
compared to other learning methods [29].

The recommendation method that is more used in the
analyzed papers is the hybrid one, because it has the
advantages of the CBF and CF methods. In Table II one
can see the advantages and limitations of each method [30].

The CBF method does not need the user evaluation on
an item. This method compares all available products in
the database with the user profile. Nevertheless, the item
characteristics that deserve special attention are not taken
into consideration, since the user does not provide notes
in this type of filter. Hence, all item characteristics are
treated equally. The problem of overspecialization is an-
other limitation, because the generated recommendations
are similar to the keywords found in the user profile.

The CF method is based on the user evaluations on
the items, independent of the nature of the content we
intend to recommend. The quality of the recommendation
generated by this method depends on the evaluations
(whether positive or negative) given by the users. Be-
sides, this method is capable of making serendipitous
recommendation. Nevertheless, a product that was never
evaluated cannot be recommended and if the database is
too big, it is necessary for the user to buy or evaluate
a considerable number of products in order to make it
possible to find good neighbors with similar performances.
Users that evaluate less than 50 items can suffer from the
false neighbor problem because they may coincidentally
evaluate the same items, but since their profiles have few
items, it is impossible to generalize the similarity. Thus,
the more products are equally evaluated, the higher the
chances the profiles are really similar. In order to create
groups with similar tastes, it is necessary to calculate the
similarity of a target user with all other users, which may
be a process that is long and computationally costly.

The disadvantages of the mentioned methods are com-
plementary, that is, the disadvantages of one are the

advantages of the other and vice versa. Hence, the hybrid
method is able to put together both methods, usually with
the help of other techniques, in order to minimize the
limitations of each one of them. The sole disadvantage
is the startup problem, which refers to the time the
system takes to find relevant information on the user to
generate good recommendations. Some authors suggest
recommend a list of the most sold items or to use the
user’s demographic data (age, sex, city, etc.) to generate
the initial recommendations.

In this review we found out that the focus of the
reviewed papers is more on the representation of the user
profile than on the recommendation process itself, given
that an improve on the quality of the former will also
improve the quality and precision of the latter. The papers
suggest that there is a trend to use context information,
folksonomies, serendipity property, keywords, ontologies
(or taxonomies) among other strategies, in order to di-
minish the limitations and improve the efficiency of the
applied methods. Besides, most reviewed papers present
validation strategies for the built models, highlighting the
importance of this step of the process when analyzing the
built systems.

V. Conclusions

RECOMMENDER systems have called the attention
of professionals and academics because they are

tools that support the users in several decision making
contexts when faced with huge amounts of information
available at the Web.

Thus, we identified that the most used method in all
papers is the hybrid one, due to the fact that it joins
the advantages of the collaborative and content based
recommendation methods.

Besides, the most frequently used methods in the learn-
ing step were k-NN, Näıve Bayes and the algorithms CF
and CBF. Generally, these methods achieved a higher
efficacy result among the applied models.

Most papers validated the proposed solutions, whether
through experimentation with participating students,
sampling techniques or some specific type of statistic mea-
surement. We also observed that the focus of the reviewed
papers is more on the representation of the user profile
than on the recommendation process itself, reflecting a
global quality improvement of the system.

Hence, the papers point out the fact that besides the
user profile and the item characteristics, they consider
other information in the content recommendation process:
context information, folksonomies, serendipitous property,
keywords, ontology (or taxonomies) and others. This sug-
gests a trend indicative, given that those are strategies
to minimize limitations and, at the same time, improve
the efficiency of the learning of the main recommendation
methods available.
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TABELA II
Advantages and limitations of the recommendation methods. Source: the authors.

Method Advantage Limitation

CBF does not suffer from the first evaluator problem; all items
may be recommended

does not consider aspect such as text quality and
author renown; overspecialization

CF independence from the content; generation of recommen-
dation based on user preferences; possibility of generating
unexpected high quality recommendations

the problem of the first evaluator; database dispersion;
black sheep (false neighbor); processing cost

H combines the advantages and minimized the individual
limitations of both methods above mentioned

the startup problem
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